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1. Purpose of Report I Introduction

The purpose of this report is to share with members a report that was produced for the
Transition Integration Board (attached at Appendix 1). It was designed to enhance
members' understanding of the functioning of Housing and Social Work Services, to better
inform consideration of implications arising from integration arrangements for health and
social care.

2. Background

2.1 Following the parliamentary passage of the Public Bodies (Joint Working) (Scotland)
Act 2014, subsequent regulations require the provisions of the legislation to be
enacted by April 2016. All adult community care services must be included within the
integration arrangements. A Transition Integration Board (TIB) is established, chaired
by the Depute Leader of the Council.

2.2 An Integration Scheme has been prepared and approved to issue as a consultation
draft by the TIB. The final version will require formal approval by the Council and
NHS Lanarkshire before submission for approval by the Scottish Government. An
Integration Plan must be submitted during the course of 2015/16. Once this is
approved by the Scottish Government the TIB can become legally constituted
governance body.

2.3 This means, in summary, that reports and approvals relating to community care that
are currently received and given at the Housing & Social Work Services Committee −
or other Council Committees − will be remitted to what becomes a formal Joint
Integration Board.

3. Proposals I Considerations

3.1 The report shares key information that requires to be considered from a Housing &
Social Work Services perspective, when designing the integration arrangements. It
describes some of the challenges of sustaining integrated arrangements across
children & families, justice, and adult social work; the agency decision making role of
the Chief Social Work Officer and how this is exercised; the regulation and inspection
environment; the professional social work governance that requires to be strongly
rooted in the new arrangements; the Council's approved Prioritisation Framework for
social work services; and a profile of the budget.

3.2 The issue of how to sustain existing integration with children & families and justice
and therefore safely manage all areas of public protection is an element that requires
particularly careful consideration. This was recognised in the Brock Report
'Safeguarding Scotland's Vulnerable Children from Child Abuse' (November 2014)
which describes the interlace between children's legislation and the Public Bodies Act
as "of immediate concern".
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3.3 None of these statutory duties leave the Council in the new arrangements but the
changed environment adds complexities as to how they can be safely and effectively
governed and managed. It is equally the case that the NHS do not shed their
statutory duties.

4. Financial I Personnel I Legal I Policy I Equalities Implications

4.1 The report does not explore financial implications of integration but there are
undoubted challenges that the partnership will require to address. The scale of
savings required of local government to date and in future years is such that
achieving a balanced budget at a time of rising need will be highly challenging. The
defined financial arrangements therefore require to be explicit as to where
responsibility and accountability lies.

4.2 An officer working group is identifying necessary changes to existing arrangements in
areas such as legal, financial, audit and insurance activity with a view to amending
the Council's Schemes of Administration and Delegation.

5. Recommendations

It is recommended that the Committee note the report.

Duncan Mackay
Executive Director of Housing & Social Work Services I Chief Social Work Officer

For further information about this report please contact Duncan Mackay on 01698 302876.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this report is to enhance the Board's understanding of how Housing and
Social Work Services function in North Lanarkshire, and to consider implications arising from
integration arrangements.

2. BACKGROUND

2.1 In 2007 as part of the council's 'Service and People First' programme, two of the largest
services − Housing and Social Work − were joined under the management of a single
Executive Director. The action created a combined Senior Management Team that
comprises 2 Social Work and 2 Housing Heads of Service covering the full range of
provision. A Head of Housing and Social Work Resources responsible for management of
finance, administration, human resources, IT, financial inclusion and learning &
organisational development has been held as a vacancy and subsequently deleted but the
range of functions continue to be carried out across the full service grouping.

2.2 The Executive Director is the designated Chief Social Work Officer, a statutory function that
carries a number of identified responsibilities relating to professional standards, workforce
development, and specific duties. This role is delegated for day to day operational matters
to the two Heads of Service, Alison Gordon for children, families and justice; and Bobby
Miller for adult community care.

3. ROLE OF THE CHIEF SOCIAL WORK OFFICER (CSWO)

3.1 The role of the CSWO covers "all social work and social care services whether provided
directly by the local authority or in partnership with other agencies including.. .a
responsibility to advise on the specification, quality and standards commissioned" and is
exercised through locality management arrangements in each of the six North Lanarkshire
localities and through much smaller headquarters teams for each care group (children &
families; justice; older adults; younger adults). The latter teams are key to the delivery of
statutory responsibilities through quality assurance including oversight of practice
standards; commissioning, reviewing and monitoring of purchased services; and
development and implementation of strategic planning, policy etc. They also directly
manage some specialist authority−wide services (a little like the equivalent of 'hosted'
services within NHSL) e.g. children's houses; restorative justice; intermediate care homes;
integrated equipment and adaptations service etc. The localities' role is primarily focussed
on individual assessment and planning (care management) including the assessment and
management of risk, and direct management of services such as home support.

−

3.2 Statutory guidance issued in 2010 sets out the responsibility for values and standards that
fall to the CSWO role. One of the potential challenges of integration is how best to "ensure
that there are effective governance arrangements for the management of the complex
balance of need, risk and civil liberties, in accordance with professional standards" in a
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context whereby the line management of all social work services will not all ultimately lie
with the CSWO; and where there are potential fractures across work presently integrated
for children & families and justice with that of adult community care (if we don't devise the
locality management and accountability arrangements well enough).

3.3 Related to this is the requirement to "ensure that significant case reviews are undertaken
into all critical incidents either resulting in − or which may have resulted in − death or serious
harm". The CSWO must also "take final decisions on behalf of the local authority in relation
to a range of social work matters, including adoption, secure accommodation, guardianship
and other statutory decisions".

3.4 The board should also note that there is a requirement for every CSWO to submit an annual
report to the Scottish Government.

4. REGULATION AND INSPECTION

4.1 Social Work− and parts of Housing − is a registered and regulated service inspected by the
Care Inspectorate and, in terms of large sections of the workforce, regulated by the Scottish
Social Services Council. In recent years inspection outcomes have been very positive. Full
social work inspections in 2009 and 2011 were evaluated as amongst the very best in
Scotland, as was the joint inspection of child protection in 2011. Following their
reorganisation the inspection regime undertook the first joint inspection of children's services
in winter 2014) and this has received positive verbal feedback. We expect to have sight of
the draft report later this month.

4.2 Nonetheless, there are areas of activity where improvements require to be made and it is
already a major challenge sustaining consistently high levels of performance in a context of
rising need associated with factors such as demographic change and improved healthcare;
combined with falling resources arising from local government settlements that are not
expected to increase until at 'east 2019/20, and a significant range of new legislative duties.

4.3 The next major partnership inspection is on adult services, with a focus on adult protection.
For North Lanarkshire, this is expected to be in 2016.

5. PROFESSIONAL GOVERNANCE

5.1 Housing and Social Work services operate a locality model based around the six large
townships in the authority. In each locality there is a professionally qualified generic
Community Social Work Manager with responsibility for all services provided and a lead role
for partnership working in the area. They directly manage two Locality Social Work
Managers, one for children & families and justice, the other for adult community care. This
pair of posts chairs all child protection and adult protection case conferences and manage
Senior Social Workers for their respective functions. The triumvirate of posts require to
collectively ensure safe oversight of cases through effective assessment and
management of risk. There is a Housing Area Manager in each locality (North Lanarkshire is
the largest local authority landlord in the country with over 36,000 houses).

5.2 Each locality has its own local health and care partnership, involving all relevant partners,
and there is a mature structure of locality planning groups for each care group beneath that.
The latter purpose is to consider how best to meet the needs of specific individuals that are
complex and likely to require a combined response from social work, health and often
housing functions.

5.3 The combined approach has been particularly successful in managing need e.g. through
diverting people from care homes, the provision of housing and adaptations, tenancy
sustainment and the prevention of homelessness. Housing has been a key player in the
Reshaping Care for Older People process. The reconfiguration of communal space in
sheltered housing, for example, has enabled us to provide support to non−tenants in more
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community based ways, so ensuring people with the highest need as access more formal
support such as that provided by Integrated Day Services.

5.4 The way this is organised in North Lanarkshire also means that there is oversight across
children & families and justice; and adult community care. This is a particular strength that
is not always a feature of local government. People do not live their lives in neat boxes.

5.5 Most children on the child protection register are on it because of factors associated with
parental addiction. Addiction in turn often drives offending behaviour. Increasingly offenders
(such as those serving long sentences or convicted or historical abuse) have community
care needs. Families present varying needs at different times that can rarely be solely
categorised by age, condition or behaviour.

5.6 It should be noted that the Registered Social Worker is a protected title. Scottish
Government statutory guidance defines a number of duties that must only be carried out by
a suitably trained and qualified Social Worker with the requisite body of knowledge and
skills.

5.7 Our vision for Housing and Social Work is to assist people to achieve their potential and be
safe, healthy and included, by providing access to high quality housing and support. Social
Work is all about maximising peoples' capacity at whatever stage in their life and
circumstances they may be. For some people the provision of social care contributes to
these goals and it is often not possible, of course, to realise these goals without suitable
housing provision.

6. PRIORITISING NEED

6.1 There is, inevitably, more assessed need in social work than available resources.
Consequently North Lanarkshire, like every other council, adopts published eligibility criteria.
Whilst this is a Scottish Government requirement for older people, local arrangements long
preceded it for all care groups that conformed to the requirement. The council's
'Prioritisation Framework' guides practitioners on matters of eligibility. Critical or substantial
needs are deemed eligible, moderate needs are eligible "where resources permit"
whilst low needs are signposted elsewhere. It is important to note that it is the need not
the person that is eligible i.e. some of a person's needs may be met whereas others may
not.

6.2 What this means in practice is that people able to access a care home admission, home
support or an individual budget under self−directed support are those with critical or
substantial needs. However the council recognises that, if timely and proportionate support
is not provided, peoples' needs are likely to escalate more quickly towards crisis.

6.3 Consequently commissioned services such as peer support in mental health, a range of
community capacity initiatives associated with Reshaping Care for Older People, and on−line
self assessment though 'Making Life Easier' (as examples) enable the service to achieve
credible balances of care across all care groups whilst being in the lowest quartile of spend
for social work services. This can be evidenced by the rate of older people in care homes or
children and young people who are looked after and accommodated, relative to Scotland as
a whole.

7. PROFILE

7.1 The social work gross budget is £206m, approximately 67% of which is adult community
care. The Housing Revenue Account is £1 16m, generated from rents and charges which
must be used for council house tenants but there is a limited part of the £11 .8mnon−Housing

Revenue Account that will also form part of the integration budget e.g. private
sector adaptations; garden assistance scheme.
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7.2 The social work budget can be broadly divided into two. Around half is commissioned
services such as nursing homes (c27.3m); individual packages under the four options
defined as self−directed support (c39m); private sector home support (5.6m) and a range
of other, primarily third sector services, across all areas of activities.

7.3 The other half of the social work budget is directly employed staff that fulfil legislative
obligations including assessment and planning of individual need and the provision ofin−house

services, the largest element of which is home support (c25.4m). The home support
service employs 1300 staff − c40% of total social work staffing.

7.4 Adult community care services comprise the largest share of the budget. As previously set
out, it is proposed that c137m be included within the integrated budget accordingly
(including non−HRA elements). Children's Services form £26.5m of the total service budget
(the lowest pro rata in Scotland) and Justice Services form £7m (these are ring fenced by
Scottish Government). Justice services are also the subject of future change following
Scottish Government determination to abolish Community Justice Authorities − presently
pan−Lanarkshire − and vest their functions to Community Planning Partnerships.

7.5 There are some challenges when determining what part of the budget lies within the
integrated element, and what doesn't. Many areas are clear cut but this is not an exact
science. It does not make sense to disaggregate the budget for some services but it is
important those services continue to operate and resource both sides of the house. For
example it is sensible − because of the management arrangements− for all home support
budgets to lie within the integrated budget even though a proportion is spent on children and
families.

7.6 For the same reason, there are other areas of activity such as out of hours services
(operated from a single location in North Lanarkshire with a budget of £4m that includes a
base for out of hours nursing) that have not been included in the integration budget at the
first stage, even though that includes some significant adult community care elements e.g.
community alarms. Further work will be necessary in the shadow year to work through these
issues.

7.7 The alignment between Social Work and Housing has considerable strengths (as referenced
above), but also complicate disaggregation of budget. The Learning and Organisational
Development service (part of whose remit is to ensure that the workforce is suitably trained
and registered), human resources, financial management, IT, and financial inclusion (a
service that generated £28.7m of income for North Lanarkshire residents in 2013/14) etc are
all provided across the entirety of Housing and Social Work Services. Key to the success
of integration arrangements is to ensure they continue to provide that across the partnership,
regardless of where the budget lies. The total social work budget for these services is £27m
(of which £8.5m are recharges to the corporate centre).

8. SUMMARY

8.1 In summary therefore the integration arrangements that are put in place by April 2016 must,
from a Housing and Social Work perspective:

• Enable the Chief Social Work Officer role to be fulfilled safely and effectively

• Manage demand in ways that safely meet the legislative responsibilities and policies of the
council and partnership whilst remaining within budget

• Retain the strong links across children & families, justice, housing, and adult community care
• Ensure that cross−cutting functions sustain the integration partnership as well as those parts that

sit outside the integration arrangements
• Add value by deepening the range and scope of integrated approaches to achieve the best

possible outcomes for the citizens of North Lanarkshire.
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9. RECOMMENDATION

The Transition Integration Board is asked to:

(i) Remit officers to enact the Integration Scheme taking into account the above
considerations; and

(ii) Otherwise note the content of the report.


